


RETUMBLER®: 
Drinking bottles, mugs & 
thermo mugs as promotional 
items

Sustainable drinking bottles and mugs have become 
part of our everyday lives:  we enjoy our morning coffee 
in a thermo mug while we are on the way to work. Du-
ring activities like sports a stylish drinking bottle is always 
at hand when we sweat. If we feel like having a delicious 
tea on the road, then a classy glass bottle ensures a per-
fect experience.

We, the users, encounter these items on a daily basis and 
thus have a constant exposure to your brand message. 
 
Drinking bottles and cups are not only practical and 
durable promotional items. They are also very popular 
with customers. In customer surveys, cups, mugs and 
drinking bottles occupy 8th and 9th place (source: You-
Gov survey results 2017). The basic criteria for customers 
are functionality, quality and design.

The RETUMBLER® range of high quality, stylish and ae-
sthetically designed beverage containers gives your 
customers great value in combination with a real wow 
effect.
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myRETUMBLER - that is more service for popular mugs and 
bottles. 

A concept for perfect customisation of your product and gi-
ves your drinking vessel an unique look. By adding compo-
nents such as a handle strap, coloured rings or a sleeve, the 
item is perfectly adapted to the customer‘s corporate identity. 
Benefit from more possibilities, special looks and stand out 
from the crowd!

Discover our myRETUMBLER concepts:

NEW myKingston 
myBayamo
myNizza
myCasan
myPetrolina
myLille
myGibraltar
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The elegant myKingston 
CI thermo mug with 360° drinking opening
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The high-class 335ml myKingston thermo mug is available in four different colours 
and can be visually adapted to the customer‘s corporate design with a soft silico-
ne grip sleeve. There are 18 silicone colours to choose from. The mug is available 
in micro powder coating white, black, light grey or stainless steel anti-fingerprint 
coated.

As a special highlight the exclusive mug lid comes with a 360° drinking opening. 
With gentle pressure on the stainless steel surface of the lid, the mug may be ope-
ned single-handedly and closed leak-proof. The mug and lid can be easily disas-
sembled for cleaning in the dishwasher. 

Another plus is the removable anti-slide base of the thermo mug. It gives the mug 
stability on smooth surfaces and protects them from scratches. Beautiful individual 
packaging can be added as an option. Various customisation options turn the mug 
into a perfect brand ambassador. All components available from Cologne.

myKingston: 
Your perfect brand ambassador

Colours for sleeve

Own sleeve colour according to Pantone from 500 pieces.
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360° drinking 
opening

1- click 
opening and 
closing

Keeps warm for 6 
hours and cold for  
12 hours

Anti-slide base 
Special colour
from 2.000 pieces 
Standard colour: BK

Anti-slide base 
(not glued)
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Special mug colours 
from 1.000 pieces

Special sleeve colour 
from 500 pieces



52560-MBK-SLGN

52560-MGY-SDGY52560-MSR-SBN

52560-MWE-SCN

TAM 2CLAS UVD 4

Dishwasher

tested 15
,5
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Thermomug

The high-class 335ml myKingston thermo mug is availa-
ble in four different colours and can be visually adapted 
to the customer‘s corporate design with a soft silicone 
grip sleeve. There are 18 silicone colours to choose from. 
The mug is available in micro powder coating white, 
black, light grey or stainless steel anti-fingerprint coated.

Material Stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 176 x 71 x 87 mm

Weight 297 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 35 x 40 mm

Handling category B

52560
RETUMBLER-myKINGSTON 

Special mug colours 
from 1.000 pieces

Customization example 
with laser engraving 

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20 1
€ 11,18 11,50 12,06 12,50 13,61
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Our favourite thermo mugs are now available in 3 sizes. The doub-
le-walled thermo mugs can be customized according to your ideas. 
The mix and match principle makes it possible. The bodies are avai-
lable in three different colours, plus rings and sleeves of silicone in 
17 attractive colours. So you can configure a mug according to your 
CI and realize even small series (from 1 piece) ex stock Cologne!

Reusable is the way forward: an absolute premium product
The huge number of possible combinations makes the  
myBayamo the industry’s leading CI mug. The vacuum mug’s 
double-walled design enables it to keep liquids warm for four to 
eight hours (depending on the ambient temperature). Additional-
ly, a copper coating that provides a maximum insulating effect is 
worked into the mug. A handy and BPA-free flip-top lid prevents 
the contents from leaking. In the stainless steel variant, the anti-fin-
gerprint coating makes the mug look clean and shiny at all times. 
The powder-coated variants are extremely robust and durable too. 
The soft-grip sleeve feels pleasant to the touch and means you 
don’t have to worry about the thermal mug slipping in your hands. 

Your logo is the icing on the cake and shines the spotlight on your 
CI. Adding your logo is the perfect way of giving the myBayamo an 
even more personalised touch.
It can be applied using laser engraving or 1C pad printing. We can 
also offer UV printing (UV D3) on request.

An easy way to 
your perfect mug:
myBayamo.
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230 ml 
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It‘s the content that matters.
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Innovative. Individual. Unique.
 
 
Our favourite thermo mug can now be customised in almost endless variations - the mix-and-match 
principle makes it happen. In addition, the double-walled thermo mug may now also be customised 
according to your ideas.  
 
The myBayamo Basic  offers three different body-variations: powder-coated matt white, 
matt black or a solid stainless steel version with anti-fingerprint coating. In order to complete the 
picture you can choose a ring for the BPA-free lid from 17 different colours. 
 

For the myBayamo Premium you can additionally choose a sleeve.  
It’s available in 17 different colours, resulting in more than 800 design possibilities for your personal CI 
thermo mug. 

Of course, you can also order your mug with a gift box.

Colours for ring and sleeve

Own sleeve colour according to Pantone from 300 pieces.
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52527-MSR-L01-ROE-SDGY

52527-MSR-L01-ROE

Dishwasher

tested 13
,5
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Thermomug

52527 RETUMBLER-BAYAMO 
MEZZO PREMIUM 

This beautiful vacuum thermo drink mug is a self-design 
from reflects for the brand RETUMBLER. It has a capacity of 
320 ml and is therefore the perfect companion for on the 
go. It is available both in the premium version with silicone 
sleeve and silicone ring as well as in the basic version 
without silicone sleeve. You can choose from 17 different 
standard silicone colours, but an individual color is also 
possible at an additional cost. Due to its double walling, 
vacuum insulation and additional copper coating, the 
highest possible level of insulation is ensured. The body is 
available in matte powder coating in black or white, or as a 
stainless steel version with an anti-fingerprint coating. The 
mug is suitable for the dishwasher. It’s leak-protected.

Thermo Mug

52527 RETUMBLER-BAYAMO 
MEZZO BASIC 

Material Stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 163 x 90 x 63,5 mm

Weight 225 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 40 x 50 mm

Handling category C

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20 1
€ 10,37 10,76 11,18 11,72 12,66

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20 1

€ 8,66 8,99 9,41 9,77 10,71



52526-MSR-L01-ROE

52526-MSR-L01-ROE-SDGY

Dishwasher
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Thermomug

Thermomug

52526 RETUMBLER-myBAYAMO 
GRANDE BASIC 

52526 RETUMBLER-myBAYAMO 
GRANDE  PREMIUM 

The myBayamo Grande Premium offers you a choice of 
three different bodies - powder-coated matt white, matt 
black or the mug in stainless steel with anti-fingerprint co-
ating. You can also choose a ring for the BPA-free lid as well 
as a grip sleeve in 17 different colours. Optionally you can 
order gift packaging for your configured thermo mug.

The myBayamo Grande Basic offers you a choice of three 
different bodies. You can also choose a ring for the BPA-
free lid in 17 different colours. 

Material Stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 190 x 90 x 63,5 mm

Weight 304 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 40 x 55 mm

Handling category C

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20 1

€ 11,30 11,72 12,18 12,77 13,82

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20 1

€ 9,59 9,95 10,41 10,82 11,87



52525-MSR-L01-ROE

52525-MSR-L01-ROE-SDGY

Dishwasher

tested 11
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230 ml 

LAS UVD 3 TAM 2C
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The myBayamo offers you a choice of three different bodies - pow-
der-coated matt white, matt black or the mug in stainless steel with 
anti-fingerprint coating. You can also choose a ring for the BPA-free 
lid as well as a grip sleeve in 17 different colours. Optionally you can 
order gift packaging for your configured thermo mug.

Thermomug

Thermomug

52525 RETUMBLER-myBAYAMO 
BASIC 

52525 RETUMBLER-myBAYAMO 
PREMIUM 

The myBayamo offers you a choice of three different bodies. You can 
also choose a ring for the BPA-free lid in 17 different colours. 

Material Stainless steel

Measurements 138 x 90 x 63,5 mm

Weight 196 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 40 x 25 mm

Handling category C

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20 1

€ 7,83 8,14 8,51 8,84 9,68

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20 1

€ 9,54 10,09 10,28 10,79 11,63
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Special mug colours 
from 1000 pieces.

The thermo mug with many faces:
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Thermo mugs and bottles play a major role in every 
promotional product mix. They offer a high benefit, are 
positively accepted by the customers and are capable 
of presenting advertising messages in an impressive 
way. Enough of a good reason to take a closer look at 
these products. Thermo- or insulating containers are 
mugs, bottles and flasks, which are particularly good at 
one thing: Keep beverages warm or cold for as long as 
possible. What exactly does that mean? The beverage, 
whether cold or warm, is shielded as well as possible 
against cooling or warming outside air. This is where 
product tightness and insulation technology come into 
play. There are three different types of insulation:

1) Double wall: Here the inner vessel is separated from 
the outer shell and the establishment of a heat or cold 
bridge between the inner and outer wall is avoided.

2) Vacuum technology: If there is a vacuum between 
the vessel walls, a higher degree of insulation is created.

3) Copper coating: If the outer walls of double-walled 
insulating vessels are coated with copper on the inside, 
an even higher insulation value is produced by reflec-
tion. Together with a vacuum, this creates the highest 
possible level of insulation.

Hot, warm or cold - 
it is all a question of perfect insulation

Thermomug
double-walled

Vacuum thermomug
double-walled

Vacuum thermomug
double-walled with
copper coating
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Nizza? Nice!
CI concept for Thermo Drinking Bottle

Our popular thermo drinking bottle Nizza is now available with spectacu-
lar customisation options. Increase your brand visibility of your corporate 
identity by using visual colour accents and practical gadgets. Customise 
the drinking bottle to your desired corporate design by choosing a ring 
for the bottle neck and a bottom sleeve made of high-quality silicone in 
one of 17 different colours. Configure your myNizza easily by following our 
simple mix-and-match rules. All components are available from Cologne.
There is nothing that makes a promotional item as special as its customi-

sation. A stylish drinking bottle can be upgraded with a high-quality laser 
engraving. Alternatively, we offer pad printing and large-area UV printing.
Additionally, the silicone loop can be branded with a CO2 laser engraving. A 
visual and haptic highlight.

Note: Our RETUMBLER-NIZZA thermo drinking bottle is dishwasher safe. Ho-
wever, you can extend the durability of the print by gently cleaning it by 
hand.



GNMG CN
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Silicone 
Sleeve

Micropowder 
Coating

Silicone 
Ring

Colours for ring and sleeve
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Engraving on 
silicone ring

Leave an impression!
Laser engraving on silicone.



Dishwasher

tested

LAS TAM 1C UVD 4
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Thermo drinking bottle

52457 RETUMBLER-myNIZZA
 + RING

Thermo drinking bottle

52457 RETUMBLER-myNIZZA 
+ SLEEVE

Customization example with UV Print

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20 1

€ 9,94 10,22 10,73 11,12 12,11

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20  1

€ 9,80 10,10 10,59 10,98 11,97



Dishwasher

tested

LAS TAM 1C UVD 4
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Customization example with UV Print

Thermo drinking bottle

52457 RETUMBLER-myNIZZA 
PREMIUM

Customization example with laser engraving

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20 1

€ 11,02 11,20 11,81 12,20 13,19
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protective cover 
from 250 pieces

Bring colour into play!
More possibilities. More individuality.



LGY 
PMS 420 C

YW 
PMS process

yellow C

DGY 
PMS 424 C

GN 
PMS 348 C

LGN 
PMS 375 C

LBE 
PMS 297 C

BE 
PMS 286 C

DBE 
PMS 289 C

MT 
PMS 7464 C

TE 
PMS 7714 C

MBE 
PMS 2925 C

OGN 
PMS 5747 C

LBN 
PMS 481 C

OE 
PMS 166 C

DRD 
PMS 188 C

RD 
PMS 186 C

MG 1 
PMS 212 C

MG 2 
PMS 205 C

LMG 
PMS 211 C

BN 
PMS 7518 C
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Order your sample now!

Standard colours for neoprene sleeve

Sleeve

Material plastic

Measurements 165 x 65 x 65 mm

Weight 31 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding  on demand

52502
RETUMBLER-LABIN 

grey/black 52502-GYBK
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Already during the first half of 
2020, our new product Nizza 
found many enthusiasts. The 
high quality and shapely bottle 
impresses with its simple design 
and its wonderful advertising 
possibilities. In addition to the 
0.75 litre version, we offer our 
customers different options for 
custom-made products. Availab-
le are for example sizes between 
0.5 and 1 litre and lid or bottom 
design. Different colour coatings 
(powder coating) and material 
configurations are possible. If you 
are interested in one of the exci-
ting variations of the Nizza bottle, 
please contact us! 

Nizza?  
Nice!
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High quality powder 
coatings 

In addition to the classic 
stainless steel look, we of-
fer Nizza and many other 
products in colour versions 
with high-quality powder 
coating. This type of coa-
ting ensures a longer life-
span of the bottle as well as 
a better durability of your 
customised logo. In additi-
on, the production process 
is ecologically sustainable. 
Special colours or combina-
tions are possible even from 
small quantities.

Special colours 
from 1000 pieces
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Dishwasher
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Thermomug
Beautifully designed copper vacuum insulated thermo 
mug with handle and practical 360° drinking closure. 
Thanks to the high-class insulation, drinks stay cold or 
warm for up to 6 to 8 hours. The leak-proof closure can be 
closed and opened by pressing the central stainless steel 
stopper. The lid can be removed for easy cleaning. All 
components are dishwasher safe.  
The 450 ml mug is coated with a high-class micro powder 
coating, which ensures a particularly beautiful look and 
feel. Recommendation: Customisation with an engraving 
looks particularly elegant

Material Stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 160,6 x 83,5 x 90 mm

Weight 353 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 40 x 120 mm

Handling category C

52506
RETUMBLER-LAHTI 

white 52506-WE
black 52506-BK

Customization example with laser engraving

Micropowder 
Coating

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20 1

€ 12,68 13,26 13,83 14,40 15,84



It‘s coffee time.

33
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white 52329-WE

Thermomug
Stylish: The double-walled  mug with optimal keep warm 
and keep cool function and transparent lid in fashionable 
trend versions. Capacity: 300 ml. Leak-resistant.

Material Stainless steel

Measurements 112 x 80 x 88 mm

Weight 171 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 40 x 60 mm

Handling category C

52329
RETUMBLER-SUDBURY 

Customization example with pad printing

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20   1

€ 8,78 9,17 9,57 9,96 10,97
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Thermomug
The double-walled vacuum mug with a 200 ml capacity 
is particularly suitable for narrow bases of coffee pad 
and capsule machines. Its transparent twist-on lid has a 
sealable drinking mouthpiece. Particularly striking with 
high-quality laser engraving. Leakproof.

Material Stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 120,8 x 72 x 60 mm

Weight 175 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 29 x 90 mm

Handling category B

52434
RETUMBLER-BOZEN 

Customization example with laser engraving

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20   1

€ 6,72 7,04 7,34 7,64 8,40
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Cup
Double-walled 350 ml cup made of lightweight stainless 
steel with micropowder coating. Raised stainless steel rim 
for a pleasant drinking experience. Can be customised 
with laser engraving or pad printing.

Material Stainless steel

Measurements 95 x 78 x 78 mm

Weight 140 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 39 x 80 mm

Handling category C

52509
RETUMBLER-IRVINE 

white 52509-WE

black 52509-BK

Customization example with laser engraving

Micropowder 
Coating

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20 1

€ 6,93 7,25 7,56 7,86 8,66
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Thermomug
52105‘s big brother has a capacity of 440 ml. 
Leakproof.

Material Stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 190 x 75 x 60 mm

Weight 304 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 40 x 55 mm

Handling category B

52187
RETUMBLER-BAYAMO GRANDE 

Thermomug

* double wall. 
* leak-resistant

Material Stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 175 x 80 x 62 mm

Weight 178 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 40 x 40 mm

Handling category B

51673
RETUMBLER-GABARONE 

Customization example with laser engraving

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20   1

€ 9,38 9,81 10,23 10,65 11,72 Quantity ≥ 1000 ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 50  1

€ 3,71 3,77 3,93 4,08 4,50
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Micropowder 
Coating

Thermomug

This double-walled vacuum cup in REFLECTS design is 
especially comfortable to hold thanks to its distinctive 
shape. The large moulded grip is perfect for logos and 
lettering designs. It has a 480 ml fill capacity. Leakproof.

Material Stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 195 x 80 x 80 mm

Weight 276 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 35 x 165 mm

Handling category B

52436
RETUMBLER-FLORENZ 

bl
ac

k 
52

43
6-

BK

w
hi

te
 5

24
36

-W
E
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ve

r 5
24

36
-S

R

Customization example with UV Print

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20  1

€ 10,17 10,64 11,10 11,55 12,71
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black 52294-BK

green 52294-LGN

red 52294-RD

white 52294-WE

blue 52294-BE

Thermomug
The one who not only likes his strong coffee will also 
loves this mug. The pleasant voluminous, double-walled 
insulated mug with steel casing has a transparent cap. 
Capacity 340 ml. Leak-resistant.

Material Stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 124 x 89 x 71,5 mm

Weight 174,89 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 35 x 105 mm

Handling category C

52294
RETUMBLER-MACERATA 

silver 52294-SR

Customization example with laser engraving

Quantity ≥ 1000 ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 50   1

€ 4,56 4,77 4,98 5,18 5,70
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Customization example with pad printing

Thermomug
The design of this double-walled vacuum insulated mug 
is inspired by classic coffee-to-go cups. As well as being 
pleasant to the touch, the powder-coated exterior offers 
increased scratch and impact resistance. The mug has a 
snap closure lid. Its 380 ml fill capacity makes it ideal for 
that first large coffee of the day. Leakproof.

black 52446-BK

Material Stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 160,5 x 90,5 x 74,5 mm

Weight 261 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 35 x 110 mm

Handling category B

52446
RETUMBLER-THIONVILLE 

dark blue 52446-DBE

red 52446-RD

silver 52446-SR white 52446-WE

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20   1

€ 9,23 9,65 10,07 10,47 11,52
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Customization example with pad printing
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Reusable straw

Bottle top with  
screw cap

Drinking top
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3-in-1 Mug
The 3-in-1 mug has an attachment for a drinking bottle, 
a straw opening including a straw and an insulated mug 
closure for hot drinks. Cleaning is also extremely easy, sin-
ce the inner part of the lid can be removed for cleaning. 
The double-walled vacuum mug keeps your coffee or tea 
perfectly warm.

Material Stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 173 x 83 x 70 mm

Weight 341 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 35 x 155 mm

Handling category C

52397
RETUMBLER-REINOSA 

Customization example with laser engraving

Quantity ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 50 ≥ 10   1

€ 18,54 19,32 20,16 20,99 23,09
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Customization example with laser engraving
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Thermomug

* vacuum-insulated flask. 
*Leak-proof

Material Stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 205 x 82 x 82 mm

Weight 310 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 35 x 55 mm

Handling category B

51571
RETUMBLER-LEOBEN 

Cup
* 270 ml

Material Stainless steel

Measurements 90 x 75 x 75 mm

Weight 116 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 35 x 75 mm

Handling category B

50623
RETUMBLER-FLORISSANT 

Thermomug

An optimal warm-keeping function due to the vacuum. 
Ideal for high quality laser engravings. Fill volume Leak-proof.

Material Stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 203 x 75 x 75 mm

Weight 274 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 30 x 150 mm

Handling category B

52072
RETUMBLER-HARSTAD 

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20   1

€ 10,32 10,79 11,25 11,72 12,90

Quantity ≥ 1000 ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 50   1

€ 6,47 6,75 7,05 7,34 8,07

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20   1

€ 10,62 11,10 11,58 12,06 13,28
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Thermomug

* double wall. 
* 290 ml. 
* Leak-proof

Material Stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 150,5 x 73,5 x 73,5 mm

Weight 207 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 30 x 55 mm

Handling category B

51851
RETUMBLER-POZNAN 

Thermomug
Classy double-walled coffee-to-go mug with flip lid and 
380 ml capacity. The double-walled BPA-free mug made 
of stainless steel and plastic is particularly lightweight 
and is suitable for cleaning in the dishwasher. Advertising 
messages can be placed elegantly on the white mug by 
laser engraving, pad printing and UV printing (all-over 
printing possible).

Material Stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 180 x 74,5 x 74,5 mm

Weight 235 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 30 x 70 mm

Handling category B

52510
RETUMBLER-POZNAN XL 

Anti-slip base

Customization example with UV Print

Quantity ≥ 1000 ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 50   1

€ 4,76 4,98 5,19 5,40 5,94

Quantity ≥ 1000 ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 50 1

€ 5,69 5,94 6,20 6,45 7,10
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foldable mug

The reusable, foldable silicone drinking cup is an in-
dispensable travel companion and even has room in your 
bag. The compact cup‘s central cuff provides good grip 
and better heat shielding for hot drinks. It has a capacity 
of 350 ml. Leak-resistant.

Material plastic, silicone

Measurements 87 x 87 x 135 mm

Weight 137 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 40 x 15 mm

Handling category C

52354
RETUMBLER-ANÁPOLIS 

blue 52354-BE

grey 52354-GY

travel mug.
Customization example with pad printing

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20   1

€ 7,50 7,85 8,19 8,52 9,38



TAM 1C LAS UVD 4
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Micropowder 
Coating

Carafe

Elegant design and well thought-out functionality make 
this carafe a must-have on every table – inside and out-
side. It has a capacity of 1 litre and its vacuum insulation 
keeps its contents reliably warm or cold. Its powder-coa-
ted surface also gives the carafe a wonderful feel. Besides 
the cork-covered screw cap, the carafe has a practical 
pouring aid.

Material Stainless steel, plastic, silicone

Measurements 360 x 90 x 45 mm

Weight 522 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 45 x 100 mm

Handling category B

52484
RETUMBLER-TUCSON 

carafe.
Customization example with UV Print

Quantity ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 50 ≥ 10 1

€ 18,29 19,13 19,95 20,78 22,86
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Borosilicate glass

Sleeve incl.

Glass Bottle

Our drinking bottle is made of high-quality borosilicate 
glass and is still extremely light. Glass is particularly suita-
ble for drinks, because glass is odourless and tasteless and 
does not interact with other substances. The lid is made 
of beautiful stainless steel on which an engraved logo 
comes out particularly well. The soft protective case has a 
practical loop, so you can easily take the bottle anywhere.

Material glass, plastic, metal

Measurements 255 x 75 x 69 mm

Weight 435 g

Packaging gift box

Branding   Ø 60 mm

Handling category C

52496
RETUMBLER-PEARLAND 

glass bottle.
Customization example with laser engraving

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20 1

€ 8,91 9,32 9,72 10,13 11,15
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Customization example with laser engraving
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Insulated bamboo mug
Laser engraving is especially eye catching on this insula-
ted cup made of sustainable bamboo. It has double walls 
and a drinking aperture that can be closed. Capacity: 350 
ml. Leak-resistant.

Material Stainless steel, plastic, bamboo

Measurements 161 x 78,5 x 63 mm

Weight 157 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 30 x 110 mm

Handling category B

52257
RETUMBLER-TALCA 

Glass bottle with tea strainer
Tea time is a pleasure when travelling with this doub-
le-walled insulated glass. The strainer can be taken out 
after the necessary brewing time. 450 ml. Leak-proof.

Material Stainless steel, glass, bamboo

Measurements 261 x 73 x 73 mm

Weight 567 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 65 Ø mm

Handling category C

52104
RETUMBLER-SLEDGE 

Insulated flask with stainless steel and 
bamboo with tea strainer

The sturdy and robust bottle made of sustainable bam-
boo with stainless steel elements has a tea strainer insert, 
is double-walled and has a capacity of 360 ml. Leakproof.

Material Stainless steel, bamboo

Measurements 207 x 70 x 70 mm

Weight 305 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 35 x 165 mm

Handling category B

52388
RETUMBLER-ADAMUZ 

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20   1

€ 10,16 10,62 11,09 11,54 12,69

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20   1

€ 10,50 10,98 11,46 11,93 13,13

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20   1

€ 12,35 12,92 13,47 14,03 15,44
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Micropowder 
Coating

Thermo Drinking Bottle

The double-walled thermo drinking bottle holds 750 ml 
and is the larger alternative to our original model. It keeps 
your drinks hot or cold and impresses with its particularly 
large, prominent logo area. It is available either with 
white or black powder coating or in stainless steel matt 
silver with anti-fingerprint coating. The screw lid protects 
against leakage.

Material Stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 303 x 80 x 42,5 mm

Weight 428 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 40 x 135 mm

Handling category C

52495
RETUMBLER-NIZZA XL 

black 52495-BK
white 52495-WE

silver 52495-SR

Customization example with UV Print

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20  1

€ 10,86 11,36 11,85 12,33 13,58
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Thermo Drinking Bottle
Perfect for hot or cold drinks, our double-walled stainless 
steel bottle impresses with its trendy and functional 
design. Its double-walled design ensures that drinks stay 
hot or cold for longer. The drinking bottle can be ordered 
in an elegant black or white matte powder finish or, of 
course, in sleek silver. Available with a 500 ml capacity. 
Display your logo in style on this on-trend, premium-qua-
lity drinks bottle. Leakproof.

Material Stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 265 x 70 x 43 mm

Weight 306 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding  mm

Handling category C

52457
RETUMBLER-NIZZA 

black 52457-BKwhite 52457-WE

silver 52457-SR

Customization example with UV Print

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20   1

€ 8,72 9,12 9,51 9,90 10,89
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Customization example with UV Print
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Drinking bottle
An elegant stainless steel bottle for design lovers. Avai-
lable in a black or white matte powder finish, it’s a real 
eye-catcher. Its 860 ml capacity makes the bottle a good 
travel companion on longer journeys. Leakproof.

Material Stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 255 x 75 x 75 mm

Weight 196 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 35 x 40 mm

Handling category C

52456
RETUMBLER-GIBRALTAR 

Micropowder 
Coating

black 52456-BK

white 52456-WE silver 52456-SR

Quantity ≥ 1000 ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 50   1

€ 6,59 6,89 7,19 7,47 8,22
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Insulated flask

* Maximum heat conservation through vacuum. 
* Large capacity mug with screw cup. 
* Leak-proof

Material Stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 250 x 86 x 86 mm

Weight 471,8 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 35 x 110 mm

Handling category B

51950
RETUMBLER-NAAS 

Customization example with laser engraving

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20   1

€ 8,45 8,82 9,21 9,59 10,55
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Thermo Drinking Bottle
The 600 ml capacity drinks bottle with REFLECTS design 
has two large moulded grips on the sides. These ensure 
a secure hold as well as an optimal display of your logo. 
The double-walled vacuum bottle keeps your drinks at a 
perfect hot or cold temperature. For easy filling, the bottle 
has a 2-1 drinking lid, which can be completely removed 
when filling. A suitable carabiner can be attached to the 
strap of the bottle lid. (Not included). Leakproof.

Material Stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 310 x 73 x 73 mm

Weight 353 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 35 x 200 mm

Handling category B

52435
RETUMBLER-DOVER 

Customization example with laser engraving

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20   1

€ 10,80 11,30 11,79 12,27 13,50
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Thermo Drinking Bottle
This double-walled vacuum insulated bottle is ideal for 
on the go. Its slim design gives it a stylish look despite its 
600 ml fill capacity. The bottle has a twist-on lid with addi-
tional drink opening. A small strap eyelet on the lid offers 
a variety of attachment options. The vacuum insulated 
bottle is pleasant to the touch due to its powder-coated 
finish. Leakproof.

Material Stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 290 x 83 x 73 mm

Weight 365 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 35 x 130 mm

Handling category C

52447
RETUMBLER-KORINTH 

red 52447-RD

Customization 
example with 
laser engraving

Powder Coating
(except for SR)

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20   1

€ 11,22 11,73 12,24 12,75 14,03
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black 52447-BKdark blue 52447-DBE red 52447-RDsilver 52447-SR white 52447-WE

Customization example with laser engraving
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Choose a 
drinking bottle

Choose buckle and 
customisation:

Choose the strap material 
and customisation

Choose drinking bottle 
with customisation:

myCasan & myPetrolina:
Drinking bottles with individual carrying strap.

Choose a CASAN drinking bottle or 
the PETROLINA drinking bottle. Both 
are available in different colours and 
filling quantities (from 350ml). From 
3,000 pieces, the bottle colour and the 
colour of the soft grip on the cap can 
be adjusted.

The buckle made of high-quality 
aluminium is available in matt silver 
and black lacquer. An elegant laser 
engraving on the buckle completes 
your myCasan in detail.

The polyester strap is available from 100 
pieces and customised with your design 
using heat transfer. Alternative straps and 
customisation are available from 3,000 
pieces on request.

Place your advertising message expres-
sively on the bottle body. As usual, it can 
be easily printed with your motif/logo.

The CASAN drinking bottle is one of our most popular bottles. Reason enough to 
let the family grow! Above, new individualisation possibilities are making parts of 
this article group more popular than ever. The drinking bottles from the CASAN 
family are now also available with individualised straps! As with lanyards, you can 
freely design them and make them, even when viewed from a distance, an eye-
catcher. Choose a CASAN drinking bottle or the PETROLINA drinking bottle. Both 
are available in different colours and filling quantities (from 350ml). 

From 3,000 pieces, the bottle colour and the colour of the soft grip on the cap 
can be adjusted. The buckle made of high-quality aluminium is available in matt 
silver and black lacquer. An elegant laser engraving on the buckle completes your  
myCasan in detail. The polyester strap is customised with your design using heat 
transfer. Alternative straps and customisation are available on request.
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It is a big move towards more individuality and a corporate look: Do not customise 
as usual and ensure maximum recognition of your brand with a carrier strap in your 
colours and with your distinctive motif.  The 15 cm long strap, made of polyester, 
can be completely individualised with heat transfer. Here, we cooperate with an 

Individual 
strap 
 
(from 100 pcs)

Buckle
Bottle with 
print

Strap buckle custo-
misable with laser 
engraving

Silicone soft grip 
on the lid in 
special colour

(from 3000 pcs)

Advertising with impact:
Step by step to your individual drinking bottle.

extremely reliable and competent partner in the EU. The bottles are printed at the 
company‘s site in Cologne and finished with your customised straps. Of course, 
we will also make sure that your masterpiece reaches you as quickly as possible in 
order to make sure your advertising can make an impact. 
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The Casan family:
the sports drink bottle,
that adapts to you.
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blue 52454-BE

magenta 52454-MG

Drinking bottle
The Casan bottle range also includes the cute Casan Mini. 
The 350 ml capacity bottle isn’t just great for children. 
It takes up little space and can easily be carried in any 
bag. The drinking bottle is BPA free, has a grip loop and 
protective bottle cap closure. Leakproof.

Material plastic, Tritan

Measurements 166 x 68 x 70 mm

Weight 109 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 34 x 100 mm

Handling category B

52454
RETUMBLER-CASAN MINI 

Customization example with UV Print

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20   1

€ 7,07 7,40 7,71 8,03 8,84
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 grey 52129-GY

dark blue 52129-DBE

Drinking bottle
The sports drinking bottle made of Tritan has a sports clo-
sure for one-handed opening, a wrist strap, unit display, is 
very durable and holds a total of 500 ml. Leakproof.

Material plastic, Tritan

Measurements 233 x 70 x 66 mm

Weight 143 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 30 x 160 mm

Handling category B

52129
RETUMBLER-CASAN 

blue 52129-BE

light green 52129-LGN

magenta 52129-MG

Customization example with UV Print

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20 1

€ 8,58 8,97 9,36 9,74 10,71
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Drinking bottle
The big brother of our popular Casan bottle: The Casan 
XL drinking bottle has a 1 litre capacity and is perfect for 
thirsty athletes and longer hikes. The BPA-free drinking 
bottle has a textile grip strap and the mouthpiece is 
protected by a fastenable cap. Leakproof.

Material plastic, Tritan

Measurements 285 x 78 x 80 mm

Weight 185 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 39 x 210 mm

Handling category B

52453
RETUMBLER-CASAN XL 

grey 52453-GY dark blue 52453-DBE

Customization example with UV Print

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20   1

€ 11,67 12,20 12,72 13,25 14,58
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With its 1.5 l capacity, this sporty bottle from the Casan 
family is the ideal companion for fitness and leisure. 
The drinking bottle of course is BPA free and impresses 
both with its look and feel due to its high-quality Tritan 
workmanship. The lid with leakage protection ensures 
safe transport in  your sport bag. Furthermore, this fitness 
bottle has additional recessed grips on the sides, which 
ensure the perfect grip.

Material plastic, Tritan

Measurements 281 x 93 x 93 mm

Weight 236 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding  mm

Handling category B

52482
RETUMBLER-CASAN XXL 

Drinking bottle

Customization example with UV Print

Quantity ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 50 ≥ 10 1

€ 13,40 14,00 14,61 15,21 16,74
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black 52497-BK darkblue 52497-DBE

Engraving on 
silicone ring

Drinking bottle
The sports drink bottle consists of transparent, BPA-free 
tritan with a beautiful grip area made of silicone. This 
ensures a safe grip of the bottle even during sweat-dri-
ving activities. The drinking bottle has a removable sieve 
insert, so that it can also be used without any problems 
with fruits for the aromatisation of its water. After use, it is 
easy to clean in the dishwasher. With the practical strap it 
can be securely attached to e.g. the sports bag or hiking 
backpack. The filling quantity is generous 500 ml.

Material plastic, Tritan

Measurements 233 x 70 x 66 mm

Weight 150 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 30 x 85 mm

Handling category B

52497
RETUMBLER-LILLE 

Customization example with pad printing

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20 1

€ 9,06 9,48 9,89 10,29 11,33
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Bottle with 
print

Strap buckle  
customisable with  
laser engraving

Individual 
strap 
 
 
(from 100  
pcs)

Engraving on 
silicone ring

myLille: Successful design even more individual.

Customization example with UV Print
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Drinking bottle

The BPA-free drinking bottle for cold drinks stands out 
due to its exceptionally eye-catching design. With a 
capacity of 500 ml, it can also be used during sporting 
activities. The carry strap can be opened with a buckle for 
easy attachment to a backpack or bag. With an integrated 
strainer to add flavour with fruits. Leakproof.

Material plastic, Tritan

Measurements 66 x 66 x 235 mm

Weight 152 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 30 x 60 mm

Handling category B

52403
RETUMBLER-PETROLINA 

Removable 
sieve

blue 52403-BE
black 52403-BK

Customization example with UV Print

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20   1

€ 9,90 10,35 10,80 11,24 12,36
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Starting at 3000 pieces: 
Petrolina in own colour 
(close to pantone)

myPetrolina: 
Striking design,
velvety soft surface.
Striking design, velvety soft surface, professional closure technology: 
The PETROLINA drinking bottle makes a very strong appearance within 
the RETUMBLER range. The drinking bottle is now also available as 
myPetrolina with an individually designed carrying strap!

Customization example with UV Print
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Drinking bottle
The BPA-free RETUMBLER-QENA drinking bottle made 
of original Tritan impresses with its handy design. When 
opened, the screw cap is held in place by a magnetic 
mechanism to prevent it from falling back while drinking. 
The carbonated bottle also contains a removable fruit 
strainer. A roughened recessed grip and a sturdy carrying 
handle ensure a secure grasp. For cleaning, all compo-
nents of the 700ml drinking bottle can be put into the 
dishwasher.  
Advertising is possible with pad or UV printing.

Material plastic, Tritan

Measurements 242 x 80 x 100 mm

Weight 170 g

Packaging gift box

Branding 33 x 175 mm

Handling category B

52508
RETUMBLER-QENA 

black 52508-BK
dark blue 52508-DBE

Removable 
sieve

Magnet

Grip zone

Quantity ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 50 ≥ 10 1

€ 13,40 14,00 14,61 15,21 16,74
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Customization example with UV Print
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Drinking bottle

The beautifully shaped 600 ml drinking bottle made of 
BPA-free Tritan is a handy companion – whether you’re 
using it when playing sports, while you’re at school or 
university, or when you’re on the move. The bottle’s body 
is made of transparent, shatter-proof and lightweight pla-
stic (Tritan), while a removable ring is used as a carrying 
and grip aid and the lid features a high-quality stainless 
steel finish. Refilling the bottle anywhere and everywhere 
is an absolute doddle thanks to the generously sized 
opening. By using the RETUMBLER-ANTIOCH, you’ll be 
adding a more conscious and sustainable touch to your 
lifestyle. Available in the colours transparent, transparent 
blue and transparent grey. Leakproof.
Material plastic, silicone

Measurements 233 x 65 x 65 mm

Weight 94 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 32 x 145 mm

Handling category B

52459
RETUMBLER-ANTIOCH 

blue 52459-BE

clear 52459-CR

grey 52459-GY

Customization example with UV Print

Quantity ≥ 2500 ≥ 1000 ≥ 500 ≥ 100   1

€ 2,82 2,94 3,08 3,20 3,53
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Drinking bottle

A lightweight, BPA-free drinking bottle with a high-quality 
stainless steel lid and flexible TPR carrying strap for every-
day use. Boasting a beautiful design, the bottle is given a 
high-gloss effect by the completely dyed Tritan material. 
A generously sized opening allows you to fill the bottle 
with water or your preferred drink anytime and anywhere. 
The drinking bottle has a capacity of 600 ml. It is available 
in the colours red, black and white. Leakproof.

Material plastic, silicone

Measurements 233 x 65 x 65 mm

Weight 94 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 32 x 145 mm

Handling category B

52460
RETUMBLER-LÜTTICH 

black 52460-BK
red 52460-RD

white 52460-WE

Customization example with UV Print

Quantity ≥ 2500 ≥ 1000 ≥ 500 ≥ 100   1

€ 3,09 3,24 3,38 3,51 3,87
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dark grey 52416-DGY

clear 52416-CR

Drinking bottle
With its 600 ml capacity, this drinks bottle is ideal for 
sports activities. The large moulded grip in a unique 
REFLECTS design is perfect for the prominent display of 
your logo. A silicone strap attached to the drinks bottle lid 
ensures secure attachment. Leakproof.

Material plastic, Tritan

Measurements 228 x 72 x 72 mm

Weight 137 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 35 x 165 mm

Handling category C

52416
RETUMBLER-VITROLLES 

Customization example with pad printing

Quantity ≥ 1000 ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 50   1

€ 5,63 5,88 6,14 6,39 7,04
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Bottle with fruit infuser
Mineral water is healthy, as is fruit. Good reason to com-
bine the two. Add your favourite fruit to your daily water 
ration as flavouring. Just insert fruit in segments in the 
sieve provided, close it - and ready. 700 ml. Leak-resistant.

Material plastic, Tritan

Measurements 240 x 65 x 65 mm

Weight 152 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 35 x 170 mm

Handling category B

52180
RETUMBLER-JOLIETTA 

red 52180-RD

green 52180-GN
blue 52180-BE

Customization 
example with  
pad printing

Quantity ≥ 1000 ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 50   1

€ 4,04 4,22 4,40 4,58 5,04
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grey 52262-GY blue 52262-BE

Drinking bottle
Plastic carafe with screw cap for camping and recreational 
use or as a drinks holder in the office. Capacity: 700 ml. 
Leakproof.

Material plastic, Tritan

Measurements 270 x 76 x 19,6 mm

Weight 117 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 30 x 150 mm

Handling category A

52262
RETUMBLER-JAUNDE 

Customization example with pad printing

Quantity ≥ 1000 ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 50   1

€ 3,96 4,14 4,32 4,50 4,95
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Special colours from 3000 pieces.

Customization example with pad printing
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Drinking bottle
The drinking bottle made of stainless steel has a fold-out 
mouthpiece, which makes their handling especially 
during sports very pleasant. With practical wrist strap. 
Capacity: 800 ml. Leak-resistant.

Material Stainless steel

Measurements 240,5 x 79 x 70 mm

Weight 201,27 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 20 x 100 mm

Handling category C

52317
RETUMBLER-RIYAN 

Drinking bottle
The tritan sports drinking bottle can be opened 
one-handed. It has a carrying loop, is very durable, has 
a capacity of 450 ml and is generally just right for short 
runs. Leakproof.

Material plastic, nylon, Tritan

Measurements 220 x 65 x 58,3 mm

Weight 118,8 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 30 x 140 mm

Handling category B

52264
RETUMBLER-BARRIAL 

bl
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Customization example with UV Print

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20   1

€ 7,38 7,73 8,06 8,39 9,23

Quantity ≥ 1000 ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 50   1

€ 5,63 5,88 6,14 6,39 7,04
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Fitness bottle
Space for your daily water needs. Perfect for sports and 
outdoor use. 2.2 Litres. Leakproof.

Material plastic, metal

Measurements 255 x 120 x 50 mm

Weight 171,3 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 50 x 20 mm

Handling category B

52181
RETUMBLER-KOUVOLA 

Customization example with pad printing

Quantity ≥ 1000 ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 50   1

€ 6,08 6,08 6,27 6,53 7,19
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Drinking bottle
The well thought-out, handy Tritan sportrink bottle has 
a fold-out drinking opening and has 750 ml space for 
drinks during sports, on hikes or at work. Leak-resistant.

Material Stainless steel, plastic, Tritan

Measurements 65 x 65 x 245 mm

Weight 124 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 30 x 160 mm

Handling category B

52342
RETUMBLER-MATARÓ 

Drinking bottle
The unusual shape of these Tritan sports bottles creates 
attention. With practical wrist strap. Capacity: 500 ml. 
Leakproof.

Material plastic, Tritan

Measurements 200 x 62 x 62 mm

Weight 120 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 30 x 140 mm

Handling category B

52332
RETUMBLER-LYON 

Drinking bottle
The lid of this sports drinking bottle of titanium never 
gets lost. The ergonomic holding area fits the hand. 
The capacity of 750 ml suffices to satisfy most thirsts. 
Leakproof.

blue 52265-BE

Material plastic, Tritan

Measurements 260 x 73,4 x 36,7 mm

Weight 122,4 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 35 x 80 mm

Handling category B

52265
RETUMBLER-METZ 

gr
ey
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light green 52265-LGN

Quantity ≥ 1000 ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 50   1

€ 4,22 4,41 4,61 4,79 5,27

Quantity ≥ 1000 ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 50   1

€ 6,47 6,75 7,05 7,34 8,07

Quantity ≥ 1000 ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 50   1

€ 5,16 5,39 5,63 5,85 6,44
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Hip flask
This bottle-shaped hip flask comes with 4 cups, making it 
perfect for on the go. The side-mounted carabiner ensu-
res easy and secure fastening. The PU material is durable 
and has a particularly stylish look. The coloured film un-
derneath can be laser engraved to achieve a particularly 
impressive logo finish.

Material Stainless steel, plastic

Measurements 200 x 53,5 x 53,5 mm

Weight 176 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 27 x 130 mm

Handling category B

52442
RETUMBLER-LISSABON 

Customization example with laser engraving

Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20   1

€ 10,82 11,31 11,81 12,29 13,52
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Hip flask

* 150 ml

Material Stainless steel

Measurements 114 x 94 x 23 mm

Weight 96 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 74 x 91 mm

Handling category C

50013
RETUMBLER-XXL 

Hip flask

The visually appealing hip flask with cork coating is a wel-
come sight on long hikes, while playing football or when 
attending Carnival. The cork surface looks very stylish and 
elegant with laser engraving. Capacity: 170 ml.

Material Stainless steel, Cork

Measurements 95,55 x 22,84 x 112,03 mm

Weight 106 g

Packaging REFLECTS gift box

Branding 55 x 75 mm

Handling category B

52379
RETUMBLER-VALDIVIA 

Customization example with laser engraving

Quantity ≥ 1000 ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 50   1

€ 6,47 6,75 7,05 7,34 8,07Quantity ≥ 500 ≥ 250 ≥ 100 ≥ 20   1

€ 6,80 7,10 7,41 7,71 8,49
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Straw
It’s a good, sustainable replacement for the traditional 
plastic straw. Our hygienic stainless steel REFLECTS-TAM-
PA straws are reusable. The pack contains two straws. A 
suitable cleaning brush is also included in the set’s scope 
of delivery.

Material Stainless steel

Measurements 215 x 8 x 8 mm

Weight 16,61 g

Packaging Eco-Box

Branding 120 x 4 mm

Handling category B

52461
RETUMBLER-TAMPA 

Quantity ≥ 2500 ≥ 1000 ≥ 500 ≥ 100   1

€ 1,65 1,73 1,80 1,88 2,07
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Straw
If you’re looking for a sustainable alternative to plastic straws, 
this variant is the best choice. The set (comprising a stainless 
steel straw and cleaning brush) is reusable and environmen-
tally friendly and even fits in your handbag.

Material Stainless steel

Measurements 215 x 6 x 6 mm

Weight 14 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 130 x 3 mm

Handling category B

52366-S
RETUMBLER-CALIFORNIA size S

Straw
Do you like drinking your cocktail or favourite cold beverage 
with a straw, but are keen to avoid plastic waste? This reu-
sable set (comprising one straight stainless steel straw, one 
curved stainless steel straw and a cleaning brush) offers you 
two variants for sustainable enjoyment. The complete set is 
packed in a practical cotton bag.

Material Stainless steel, 100% cotton

Measurements 215 x 6 x 6 mm

Weight 35 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 130 x 3 mm

Handling category B

52366-M
RETUMBLER-CALIFORNIA size M

Straw
People like using a straw to drink cocktails, lemonade, cola and 
much more besides. There are amazing alternatives available for 
everyone who’s keen to avoid plastic and protect the environ-
ment. Celebrating as a group of four is an absolute doddle with 
this this reusable and sustainable set of straws comprising four 
stainless steel straws and a cleaning brush. Everything is packed 
in a pretty cotton bag for when you’re out and about.

Material Stainless steel, 100% cotton

Measurements 215 x 6 x 6 mm

Weight 57 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 130 x 3 mm

Handling category B

52366-L
RETUMBLER-CALIFORNIA size L

Quantity ≥ 5000 ≥ 2500 ≥ 1000 ≥ 250   1

€ 0,83 0,87 0,90 0,93 1,04

Quantity ≥ 2500 ≥ 1000 ≥ 500 ≥ 100   1

€ 1,68 1,76 1,83 1,91 2,10

Quantity ≥ 2500 ≥ 1000 ≥ 500 ≥ 100   1

€ 2,34 2,45 2,55 2,66 2,93
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Straw
This stainless steel straw, including spoon, is an ideal alter-
native to using plastic straws. It comes in a cloth storage 
bag with a cleaning brush.

Material Stainless steel

Measurements 190 x 33 x 12 mm

Weight 12,8 g

Packaging Polybag

Branding 140 x 3 mm

Handling category B

52440
RETUMBLER-BELGRAD 

Fabric bag 
incl.

Quantity ≥ 2500 ≥ 1000 ≥ 500 ≥ 100   1

€ 2,03 2,12 2,21 2,30 2,54



LAS

DOM

UVD 4
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Laser 
engraving

Strong print,
lasting impression.

Doming Wraparound 
print



LAS CO2 DOM

UVD 1 UVD 2 UVD 3 UVD 4

TAM 1C TAM 2C TAM 3C TAM 4C

Dishwasher

tested
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Icons

Branding icons

Pad-printing 1C* 
(single-colour print)

Pad-printing 2C* 
(two-colour print)

Pad-printing 3C* 
(three-colour print)

Pad-printing 4C* 
(four-colour print)

UV print 1 UV print 2 UV print 3 UV print 4

Laser engraving**
CO2  

laser engraving
Doming

Our products are marked with our address in accordance with the Product Safety Act (ProdSG). Colours and formats in the catalogue may differ from the original product. We reserve the right to price changes, 
changes of technical specifications and any typographical errors. Additional items are for illustrative purposes only and are not supplied with product.  

*    Printing area: Our price list is based on a max. printing area up to 80 x 40 mm,  
  or  60 x 60 mm.  Special sizes on request.  

** Engraving area: Our price list is based on an engraving area up to 7 cm².  Colour variations for engraving are possible.

BPA free
Dishwasher 
tested

Anti fingerprint

Mug height

Tritan

MagnetNature Collection

Thermomug
double-walled

Vacuum thermomug
double-walled

Vacuum thermomug
double-walled with
copper coating




